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PERENNIAL
The Fake News Update is brought to you in part by Timothee Chalamet’s
Organic Coffee Substitute. Now you all know how I feel about the
cinematic masterpiece, Call Me By Your Name. It seamlessly interwove
my two favorite interests: the cusp of adulthood and peaches. Now
when Timothee left that feature, he embarked on a new cusp - or
should I say CUP - of organic, non-coffee beverages. And that’s what
this is. To put it succinctly, Timothee goes out into the wild and
forages for different earthy, evocative, and downright FUNKY herbs,
berries, fungi, and STONES. Then he sort of whips them around in a
bucket until gritty and tops them off with a shooter of Monster
Energy Drink. This organic, NON-COFFEE beverage will have you
calling ME by MY name and SCREAMING WITH ENERGY! Timothee Chalamet’s
Organic Coffee Substitute: Eat Fresh!

ANAHITA
Mayonnaise! Preferred lubricant of the food world! Tonight at 11.
With all the news you never knew you needed and all the news you
needed to know, I’m Anahita Ardashir...
PERENNIAL
...And I’m Perennial Eschner. From the KLMNOP studios in a WHALE:
this is F.N.U. The Fake News Update.

ANAHITA
And now, today’s headlines. Tragedy in Neverland: Tinker Bell found
dead: She did not have the clap.
PERENNIAL
Wait?

Are you serious??
ANAHITA

She’s gone Perennial.
PERENNIAL
Oh well! The injustice of menstrual pads!
panties too!
ANAHITA
Uh - let’s talk about this after the show -

I want stickers for my

PERENNIAL
I’d rather DON’T! I wanna talk about this now, Anahita! I’m imagining
all the different flavors of stickers I could put up there! Clifford
the Big Red Clifford! Mickey’s Mouse! Uh, Bob the Rabbit!
ANAHITA
Perennial, let’s move on. And now our FNU Reviews segment: Eschner
Assesses.

PERENNIAL
This week I’m reviewing REVERSE sexism!
ANAHITA
Oh my god.
PERENNIAL
I don’t want to have to give you a man’s explanation right now but
why do ladies always get to have cool blue liquid in their
underthings! My underthings only come in three shades of beige, and
you got the whole dang rainbow down there! Ladies get all the good
accessories. I’ve only got a underwear front window that I don’t
know what to do with! Am I gonna wave at someone out of that?? Pish
posh! You WOMEN get to purchase fine goods and services with some
sort of applicator - what are you applying? And what am I IMPLYING?
REVERSE SEXISM! In business and in my lady business! 3 stars! That
started out cerulean liquid and then - through the power of secret
products - became an entrapped jelly! I assume!
These female chimes clang of sexism - and Poetry!
time for Ana-reada’s poetry nook. Anahita?
ANAHITA
This is: Meta Haiku by David Daveed
One two three four five
One two three four five six sev
One two three four thrive

ANAHITA

Because it’s now

Join us every morning Monday through Thursday for all the news you
never knew you needed and all the news you needed to know.
PERENNIAL
From KLMNOP, thank you for listening to the Fake News Update, and
until next time...
ANAHITA/PERENNIAL
We’ll be FNU./ And what’s a K cup??

PERENNIAL
Fake News Update is brought to you by Spoke Media. If you would like
to follow us on the social media platform called Twitter, you may do
so @fakenews_update. You can follow me @I_Perennial, and Anahita
@AnahitaArdashir. If you would like to email us with your questions,
complaints, news stories, or feminine mysteries... you may do so at
fakenewsupdate@spokemedia.io. Thank you for listening!
ANAHITA
This... is F.N.U.

